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Abstract 25 The function of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) depends on their location within the 26 cell. While most studies to date have concentrated on their nuclear roles in 27 transcriptional regulation, evidence is mounting that lncRNA also have cytoplasmic 28 roles. Here we comprehensively map the cytoplasmic and ribosomal lncRNA population 29 in a human cell. Three-quarters (74%) of lncRNAs are detected in the cytoplasm, the 30 majority of which (62%) preferentially cofractionate with polyribosomes. Ribosomal 31 lncRNA are highly expressed across tissues, under purifying evolutionary selection, and 32 have cytoplasmic-to-nuclear ratios comparable to mRNAs and consistent across cell 33 types. LncRNAs may be classified into three groups by their ribosomal interaction: non-34 ribosomal cytoplasmic lncRNAs, and those associated with either heavy or light 35 polysomes. A number of mRNA-like features destin lncRNA for light polysomes, 36 including capping and 5'UTR length, but not cryptic open reading frames or 37 polyadenylation. Surprisingly, exonic retroviral sequences antagonise recruitment. In 38 contrast, it appears that lncRNAs are recruited to heavy polysomes through basepairing 39 to mRNAs. Finally, we show that the translation machinery actively degrades lncRNA. 40 We propose that light polysomal lncRNAs are translationally engaged, while heavy 41 polysomal lncRNAs are recruited indirectly. These findings point to extensive and Introduction 46 The past decade has witnessed the discovery of a tens of thousands of long non-47 protein coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in our genome, with profound implications for our 48 understanding of molecular genetics, disease and evolution. Focus is now shifting to 49 understanding the function to these molecules. We reason that such function is likely to 50 be intimately linked to the location of lncRNA within the cell. 51 Following the first compelling discoveries of chromatin regulatory lncRNAs such 52 as XIST (1)and HOTAIR (2), a paradigm was established for lncRNAs as nuclear- 53 restricted, epigenetic regulatory molecules (3). However, it is not clear to what extent 54 this is true for the >10,000 lncRNAs that remain uncharacterised (4-7). Indeed growing 55 evidence points to lncRNA having diverse roles outside of the cell nucleus, including 56 regulation of microRNA activity (8), protein sequestration(9), and mRNA translation(10). 57 Somewhat paradoxically, cytoplasmic lncRNA has recently been reported to 58 interact with the ribosome. In footprinting experiments to map ribosome-bound 59 transcripts genome-wide, the Weissman group identified a considerable number of 60 lncRNAs directly engaged by the translation machinery (11), an observation 61 subsequenttly corroborated in an independent study (12) . These transcripts do not 62 contain classical features of protein-coding sequence, and various analyses have 63 argued that these lncRNAs are not productively translated in most cases (13, 14) . It is 64 not yet clear whether ribosomal recruitment is a general property of all lncRNA in the 65 cell. If not, it is of interest to understand what features distinguish ribosomal lncRNAs. 66 The biological significance of ribosomal lncRNA remains unclear. Two principle 67 types of potential regulatory functions for ribosomal lncRNAs have been proposed: 68 either sequence-specific regulation of mRNA translation or general regulation of 69 ribosome function (15) . LncRNA and mRNA arising from opposite genomic strands can 70 form stable RNA-RNA hybrids that are localised in ribosomes (10). Through such "cis- 71 antisense" interactions, lncRNA may specifically regulate stability and translation of their 72 mRNA partner (10), although this has not yet been demonstrated at a genome-wide 73 scale. The advent of ribosome footprinting technology has prompted the idea that 74 lncRNA may non-specifically regulate translation through direct binding by ribosomes 75 (15) . Cryptic open reading frame (ORF) sequences within lncRNA may be recognised 76 by the ribosome, directly resulting in translational repression or else enabling 77 recruitment of regulatory proteins. Other more mundane scenarios are also possible: 78 ribosomes might be a default destination of all polyadenylated mRNA-like transcripts, 79 where they are recognised as non-coding and processed by one of various known 80 quality surveillance pathways. 81 In the present study we take these studies further by comprehensively mapping 82 the entire known cytoplasmic and ribosomal lncRNA population of a human cell line. We 83 show that the majority of cytoplasmic lncRNAs are robustly and verifiably associated 84 with ribosomes. We show evidence that lncRNAs can be divided into classes based on 85 subcellular location and distinguished by a variety of features. These classes likely 86 serve distinct regulatory roles in translation. Finally we show that the translation 87 machinery serves as the endpoint of the lncRNA life-cycle. We conclude that, rather 88 than being an exception, ribosomal recruitment is frequently the destination of 89 cytoplasmic lncRNAs. Creating a high confidence lncRNA catalogue 94 Our aim was to map the distribution of lncRNAs in the cytoplasm and on the 95 polysomes of human cells. A potential confounding factor in any analysis of ribosome- 96 bound RNAs is the possibility of misannotated protein-coding transcripts (16) . These 97 represent a non-negligible fraction of lncRNA annotation, due to the technical 98 challenges of correctly identifying protein coding sequences with high sensitivity, as well 99 as biological factors: a number of annotated lncRNAs have subsequently been found to 100 encode peptides, including small "micropeptides", which were overlooked by 101 conventional annotations (17, 18) . 102 We decided to implement the most stringent possible filtering to remove protein 103 coding transcripts from our analysis, even at the expense of omitting some genuine 104 non-coding transcripts. We first removed lncRNAs that could be unannotated 105 extensions of protein-coding genes or pseudogenes. Remaining genes were filtered 106 using a panel of methods for identifying protein coding sequence ( Figure 1A and 107 Materials and Methods). Altogether 9057 lncRNA transcripts (61.9%), 6763 genes 108 (73.8%) were unanimously classified as non-coding -these we refer to as "filtered 109 lncRNAs" ( Figure 1A ). The remaining genes of uncertain protein coding status are 110 henceforth referred to as "potential protein coding RNAs" (4415 transcripts, 1878 111 genes). The complete sets of potential protein coding and filtered lncRNAs are available 112 in Supplementary Table S1 .
114
Mapping the cytoplasmic and ribosomal lncRNA population 115 We sought to create a comprehensive map of cytopasmic lncRNA localisation in 116 a human cell. We chose as a model the K562 human myelogenous leukaemia cell line. 117 Being an ENCODE Tier I cell, it has extensive transcriptomic, proteomic and 118 epigenomic data publically available (19) . We subjected cytoplasmic cellular extracts to 119 polysome profiling, an ultracentrifugation method to identify ribosome-bound RNAs and 120 distinguish transcripts bound to single or multiple ribosomes ( Figure 1B) (20) . Extracts 121 were divided into three pools: "Heavy Polysomal", corresponding to high molecular 122 weight complexes cofractioning with >6 ribosomes; "Light Polysomal", cofractioning with 123 2-6 ribosomes; and low molecular weight complexes corresponding to non-translated, 124 cytoplasmic RNAs ( Figure 1C ). The latter contains free mRNAs found in the high peak 125 in fraction 1, the 40 and 60S ribosomal subunits (fractions 2 and 3) and mRNAs that are 126 bound by a single ribosome (fraction 4) -we define these as "Free Cytoplasmic" 127 throughout the paper. It is important to note that although this fraction includes some 128 RNAs bound by ribosomal subunits, or individual ribosomes, the majority of these are 129 not considered to be efficiently translated (20) . 130 Custom microarrays probing the entire Gencode v7 long noncoding RNA 131 catalogue were used to analyse RNAs in the free cytoplasmic, light and heavy 132 polysome fractions, in addition to total input RNA (see Materials and Methods)(5). 133 Microarrays also contained probes targeting 2796 protein-coding genes. High positive 134 correlation was observed between microarray RNA concentration measurements and 135 RNA-sequencing of the same cells from ENCODE (Supplementary Figure S1) (19) . 136 Correlation between microarray results and RNAseq measurements of cytoplasmic 137 RNA was higher than with either nuclear or whole-cell RNA from the same cells, 138 attesting to the purity of these cytoplasmic extracts ( Supplementary Table S2 ). Using 139 stringent cutoffs we detected 10.6% of filtered lncRNA transcripts (962 transcripts, 140 representing 665 or 9.8% of genes) and 52.8% of mRNAs (1476) in K562 cytoplasm 141 ( Figure 1D ). An additional 292 transcripts (3.2%, representing 255 or 3.7% genes) were 142 detected only in the nucleus. Altogether, 1254 filtered lncRNA transcripts (13.9%, 143 representing 875 or 13.0% of genes) were detected. 144 We classified cytoplasmic lncRNAs according to their maximal ribosomal 145 association, resulting in 347 (37.6% of cytoplasmic lncRNA transcripts) Free Supplementary Table S3 ) (22) . In contrast, potential protein-coding 154 transcripts had a similar global ribosome-association profile to filtered lncRNA, 155 suggesting that they are not translated efficiently and underlining the stringency of our 156 lncRNA filtering ( Figure 1E ). Ribosomal lncRNA are not apparently enriched for those 157 that produce small peptides ( Supplementary Table S4 ). 158 Cytoplasmic and ribosomal localisation has previously been reported for a number of 159 lncRNA. To test the degree of agreement between these and our data, we examined 160 the 297 lncRNA transcripts (from 60 genes) from the LncRNA Database (23) that are 161 also present in the Gencode v7 annotation. SNHG5 (5) and Gas5 (9) were detected in 162 the cytoplasm and classified as Free Cytoplasmic transcripts, consistent with previous 163 reports. The snoRNA host Gas5 has previously been reported as associated with 164 ribosomes (24). Although we classified this gene as Free Cytoplasmic based on its 165 maximal detection, 11 out of 16 transcript isoforms of Gas5 were also clearly detected 166 in Light and Heavy polysomal fractions although with lower microarray probe intensities. 167 SNHG1 is another snoRNA host reported to be bound by ribosomes (25) Independent evidence for ribosomal interaction of lncRNA 173 We next looked for additional evidence to support ribosomal interaction of 174 lncRNA. During ultracentrifugation, it is possible that lncRNAs associated with non-175 ribosomal, high molecular weight complexes may co-sediment with polyribosomes and 176 thus represent false positives. To investigate this, we repeated polysome profiling on 177 cells treated with puromycin (puro), a drug that disrupts ribosomes, and profiled a set of 178 candidate transcripts by volume-normalised RT-PCR (Figure 2A Cytoplasmic lncRNAs we examined showed minimal response to puro treatment. Thus 183 in the majority of cases, cosedimentation reflects a physical interaction between lncRNA 184 and ribosomes. 185 We performed additional validation using fluorescence in situ hybridisation 186 (FISH) to visualise the localisation of lncRNA at subcellular resolution. We tested three Figure S2 ). 224 LncRNAs have been reported to be more tissue specific than mRNAs (4,5). 225 Analysis of ubiquity, an inverse measure of tissue-specificity, of lncRNA in human 226 tissues was consistent with this ( Figure 5B ). Despite this similarity in expression 227 profiles, we find Heavy Polysomal lncRNAs to be significantly more ubiquitous in their 228 tissue expression profiles compared to other lncRNA classes (P= Polysomal lncRNA have median cytoplasmic specificity that exceeds protein coding 237 mRNAs. Heavy Polysomal transcripts have a more nuclear distribution, suggesting that 238 while some transcripts are ribosomally bound, other copies are present in the nucleus. 239 We next asked whether the observed subcellular localisation of lncRNA in K562 is 240 conserved across other cell types ( Figure 5D ). Similar analysis on RNAseq from other 241 cell types showed Light Polysomal and Free Cytoplasmic transcripts tend to have high 242 cytoplasmic-nuclear distributions, often exceeding that of mRNAs, while Heavy 243 Polysomal has a more mixed distribution that nevertheless differs from nuclear-specific 244 transcripts. Protein-binding profiles of lncRNA yields a consistent picture, with lncRNA 245 tending to interact with proteins that localise to the same cellular compartment 246 (Supplementary Figure S3 ). In summary, lncRNA subcellular localisation is consistent 247 across cell types. 248 249 mRNA-like 5' regions distinguish ribosomally-bound lncRNAs 250 We next wished to identify factors that control the recruitment of lncRNA to 251 ribosomes. The most obvious candidate feature is the ORF, especially given that 252 lncRNAs contain abundant small ORF sequences that may be recognised by Figure S5 ). Nor apparently does gross gene structure or GC content, 260 both clearly distinct between lncRNA and mRNA, appear to influence ribosomal 261 recruitment (Supplementary Figure S6 , S7). 262 We hypothesised that factors known to influence mRNA recognition by 263 ribosomes may also apply to lncRNA. For mRNAs, a number of factors control the 264 scanning and engagement by ribosomes, including 3' polyadenylation, RNA structures 265 within the 5' UTR and 7-methylguanylate capping (30). To investigate whether 266 polyadenylation influences ribosomal recruitment, we estimated the efficiency of 267 polyadenylation of cytoplasmic and nuclear lncRNAs using ENCODE RNAseq on 268 polyA+ and polyA-nuclear RNA. Although mRNA are more polyadenylated than 269 lncRNA, we found no difference in polyadenylation efficiency between ribosomal and 270 non-ribosomal lncRNAs (Supplementary Figure S8 ). We recently showed that splicing 271 efficiency of lncRNAs is lower than mRNAs (31), but it does not distinguish ribosomal 272 lncRNAs from other types (Supplementary Figure S9 ). 273 We next looked at the role of the 5' end in ribosomal recruitment. Although There is growing evidence that transposable elements (TEs) contribute functional 298 sequence to lncRNA (33, 34) . Taking all TE classes together, we observed an excess of 299 TE-derived sequence within Free Cytoplasmic lncRNAs (P=4e-14, compared to 300 remaining detected filtered lncRNAs, Wilcoxon test) ( Figure 7A ). Potentially protein 301 coding transcripts are significantly depleted for TEs (P=2e-16, compared to all detected, 302 filtered lncRNAs, Wilcoxon test). Given that protein coding transcripts are strongly 303 depleted for TE insertions (35), this latter observation supports the idea that a subset of 304 potential protein coding transcripts do indeed encode functional protein. 305 We were curious whether there exist TEs whose presence correlates with the 306 subcellular localisation of their host transcript ( Figure 7B ) (Materials and Methods). 307 Thus we systematically tested the relationship between subcellular localisation and TE 308 class. We observed a relationship between the presence of Alu and transcript 309 expression in K562: Alu are enriched amongst detected compared to undetected filtered 310 lncRNAs (P=6e-7, Hypergeometric test), as recently described for human tissues (34). 311 TcMar.Tigger, although rare, show evidence for preferential enrichment in 312 polyribosomal lncRNAs (P=9e-4, Hypergeometric test). However the most obvious case 313 is for the class of ERVL-MaLR, which are approximately two-fold enriched in free 314 cytoplasmic lncRNAs compared to other expressed lncRNAs ( Figure 7B ). Closer 315 inspection revealed that this effect is not due to a single repeat type, but rather to 316 around a dozen subclasses of MST, MLT and THE endogenous retroelements ( Figure   317 7C). We found no significant difference in the length of ERVL-MaLR insertions between 318 lncRNA classes (Supplementary Figure S11 ). Rather it is the relative proportion of 319 transcripts carrying an insertion that differs between groups. A selection of ERVL-MaLR 320 containing lncRNAs are shown in Figure 7D . 321 Enrichment of ERVL-MaLR class elements in Free Cytoplasmic lncRNAs 322 appears to be independent of cell type: using ribosome footprinting data from HeLa(36) 323 we observe that ERVL-MaLR class TEs are specifically depleted from ribosome-bound 324 lncRNAs ( Figure 7E ). Together these data suggest that endogenous retrovirus 325 fragments may influence lncRNA trafficking in the cell.
327
Evidence for cis-antisense lncRNA-mRNA pairing in ribosomes 328 Several reports exist describing hybridisation of lncRNA to mRNA through 329 complementary sequences, resulting in trafficking of the former to ribosomes. Antisense 330 complementarity between lncRNA and mRNA could take one of two forms: more 331 conventionally, the two transcripts may originate from opposite strands of the same 332 genomic locus, thus sharing complementary sequence regions (here "exonic antisense", 333 also referred to as "cis-antisense") ( Figure 8A ) (10). More recently, it was shown that 334 lincRNA-P21 contains regions of complementarity to mRNAs, through which they 335 hybridise and consequently localise together in the ribosome (37). Importantly, the 336 genes for lincRNA-P21 and its targets are located in distinct genomic loci -these we 337 define here as "trans-antisense" pairs. 338 We investigated whether either type of antisense may contribute to the observed 339 recruitment of lncRNA to the ribosomes. We first hypothesised that exonic antisense 340 lncRNAs would be more frequently localised in heavy polysomes, due to hybridisation to 341 their corresponding (actively translated) mRNA. We classified all lncRNA by their 342 genomic organisation with respect to protein-coding genes (5) Figure 8C . If this is the case, we would expect mRNAs bound by antisense heavy 349 polysomal lncRNA to be more highly expressed than others. Examining RNAseq 350 expression data we find this to be the case: mRNAs antisense to heavy polysomal 351 lncRNA are significantly more highly expressed than mRNAs antisense to other lncRNA 352 classes (P=7e-4, Wilcoxon test)( Figure 8D ). In the course of this analysis, we also made 353 the incidental observation that intronic same sense lncRNAs tend to be nuclear-specific 354 (Supplementary Figure S12) . 355 Trans-antisense hybridisation is another potential means by which lncRNA could 356 interact with mRNA and be recruited to ribosomes. In this model, the transcripts share 357 homology on opposite strands, but are not transcribed from the same genomic locus 358 ( Figure 8A ). Using a BLAST approach, we compiled all sense-antisense homology 359 relationships between intergenic lncRNA and mRNA ( Figure 8E ). As a control, we 360 performed the same operation with size-matched, randomised genomic regions instead 361 of lncRNA. This analysis resulted in two observations: first, lncRNA as a whole are more 362 likely to have trans-antisense homology to mRNA compared to random genomic 363 sequence (P=1e-14, Fisher test, comparing all lncRNA to all shuffled); second, this 364 tendency was observed with statistical significance in ribosomal lncRNA (P=0.002, 365 Fisher test for heavy and light lncRNA combined) but not in free cytoplasmic and 366 nuclear lncRNA. These findings were consistent across a range of different BLAST 367 settings. This data point to possible trans-antisense lncRNA-mRNA hybridisation as a 368 general regulatory mechanism of ribosomal lncRNA.
369
Degradation of lncRNA by the ribosome 371 We were next curious whether recruitment to ribosomes had any effect on 372 lncRNA. It was proposed by Chew et al(38) In order to gain clues as to lncRNA function at a global level, we have 386 comprehensively mapped the ribosomal and cytoplasmic lncRNA populations of a 387 human cell. The very substantial populations of lncRNA we discover in these fractions is 388 at odds with existing paradigms of lncRNA function as principally nuclear molecules. We 389 must now consider the possibility that lncRNA play more diverse roles outside the 390 nucleus, including translational control, cellular metabolism or signal transduction. 391 One key challenge in the study of cytoplasmic lncRNAs is to rule out the 392 possibility that they encode a cryptic, unannotated protein product. This question has 393 been discussed in excellent reviews elsewhere (15), and has not yet been satisfactorily 394 resolved. Indeed, it is likely that an extensive "grey zone" of transcripts with weak 395 protein coding potential exists (and indeed may form the substrate for novel protein 396 evolution (39)). It is also plausible that some or many transcripts do exist that function 397 both as protein-coding and noncoding transcripts, although apart from the archetypal 398 SRA1 (40), few concrete examples have so far been presented (41, 42) . In this study we 399 took great pains to filter any transcripts with even minimal probability of encoding 400 protein, in the process collecting many weakly coding ("potential protein coding") 401 transcripts that may be of rich scientific interest in future. We describe a set of 1867 402 annotated lncRNAs that have varying degrees of evidence for encoding protein. Polysomal. The latter tend to be more nuclear and more strongly evolutionarily 457 conserved. Some clues to the origin of these differences may be gleaned from the 458 observation that cis-antisense transcripts are enriched in the heavy fraction. Cis- 459 antisense transcripts have been studied for a number of years, and cases have been 460 described where the antisense lncRNA hybridises with its sense mRNA and 461 accompanies it to the ribosome (10). Thus we might posit that lncRNA in heavy 462 polysomes are involved in active translational processes and include transcripts that 463 exist as hybrids with their sense mRNA partner. Such recognition is sequence specific, 464 and we may guess that this localisation occurs indirectly: the lncRNA is recruited 465 through its binding to a translated mRNA, and not directly engaged by ribosomes. In 466 contrast, given their mRNA-like 5' features, we propose that Light Polysomal lncRNA 467 include cases that are directly engaged by ribosomes, resulting in non-specific 468 translational repression and/or lncRNA degradation(15). This model is outlined in Figure   469 10. 470 Although it is tempting to propose that ribosomal lncRNA regulate protein 471 translation, we must also seriously consider an alternative possibility: that the ribosome 472 represents the default endpoint of the lncRNA lifecycle, and it is rather the non-473 ribosomal cytoplasmic transcripts that are exeptional. Indeed, it is perhaps not 474 surprising that these mRNA-like transcripts -capped, polyadenylated and 100-10,000 nt 475 long -should be recognised by the cell and trafficked accordingly. We here show 476 evidence that, at least for a subset of transcripts, the result of ribosomal recruitment is 477 degradation. That is, the translation machinery is also responsible for lncRNA 478 clearance, and that the regulatory relationship between lncRNA and the translational 479 machinery is reciprocal. Preparation of filtered lncRNA gene catalogues 543 We first filtered the former set to remove any transcripts that potentially result from 544 misannotated extensions or isoforms of protein-coding genes or pseudogenes. Any 545 gene was discarded that has at least one transcript fulfilling one of the following 546 conditions: overlapping on the same strand a Gencode v18 annotated pseudogene, 547 overlapping on the same strand an exon of a protein-coding mRNA, or lying within 5 kb 548 and on the same strand as an Gencode v18 protein-coding transcript or pseudogene 549 (1169 transcripts, 521 genes). This resulted in a dataset of 13,472 lncRNA transcripts 550 (8641 genes). Next, genes having at least one transcript predicted as protein coding by 551 at least one method, were classified as "potential protein coding RNAs" (4415 552 transcripts, 1878 genes), while the remainder were classified as "filtered lncRNAs". The 553 four filtering methods used were: 1) PhyloCSF, a comparative genomics method based 554 on phylogenetic conservation across species (50). The analysis was performed using 555 29 mammalian nucleotide sequence alignments and assessing the three sense frames. 556 The alignment of each transcript was extracted from stitch gene blocks given a set of 557 exons from Galaxy(51). Transcripts with score >95 were classified as potential protein Supplementary Table S1 . 626 We mapped all possible canonical open reading frames (ORFs) in each of six frames in 627 lncRNA and protein coding transcripts from Gencode. If more than one start codon is in 628 frame with a stop codon, only the start codon for the longest ORF is considered. 629 630 CAGE analysis of lncRNA capping 631 5' cap analysis was performed on cap analysis gene expression (CAGE) tags from 632 ENCODE (19) for K562 cytoplasmatic poly+ RNA and mapped these tags to the 633 microarray region comprising between 100nt before and after transcription start sites of 634 lncRNA. In order to assess the relationship between cytoplasmic class and capping, we 635 compared CAGE tag presence to fractional occupancy in each class. The latter was 636 calculated by subtracting input cytoplasmic log2 microarray expression intensity values 637 from each of the three polysome profiling fractions intensity values (Free C., Light P. or 638 Heavy P.). We divided transcripts into (log2) fraction occupancy bins from -2 to 2 at 0.5 639 bins. Transcripts with values outside this range were pooled into the last corresponding 640 bin. Logistic regression was performed to assess the relationship between CAGE tag 641 presence and occupancy. 642 643 BLAST analysis of trans-homology between lncRNA and mRNA 644 Gencode v7 transcript-level FASTA files of mRNA (Gene type "protein coding") and 645 lncRNA were downloaded from Gencode. Two control sets analogous to lncRNA were 646 also collected and processed in exactly the same way: first, Bedtools "shuffle" tool was 647 used to extract random regions identical in size to the lncRNAs. Second, the introns of 648 each lncRNA were concatenated, then a fragment of sequence identical in size to the 649 mature lncRNA was extracted at a random location within this sequence. All sequences 650 were repeat-masked using RepeatMasker with "sensitive" and "human" settings. A Gentleman, R.C., Carey, V.J., Bates, D.M., Bolstad, B., Dettling, M., Dudoit, S., Ellis, B., 830 Gautier, L., Ge, Y., Gentry, J. Free C.
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